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This article proposes ways to use programme theory for evaluating aspects of programmes that are complicated or complex. It argues that there are useful distinctions to be drawn between aspects that are complicated and those that are complex, and provides examples of programme theory evaluations that have usefully represented and address both of these. While complexity has been defined in varied ways in previous discussions of evaluation theory and practice, this article draws on Glouberman and Zimmerman’s conceptualization of the differences between what is complicated (multiple components) and what is complex (emergent). Complicated programme theory may be used to represent interventions with multiple components, multiple agencies, multiple simultaneous causal strands and/or multiple alternative causal strands. Complex programme theory may be used to represent recursive causality (with reinforcing loops), disproportionate relationships (where at critical levels, a small change can make a big difference – a ‘tipping point’) and emergent outcomes.
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Introduction

Life is not simple, but many of the logic models used in programme theory evaluation are. Is it a problem to represent reality as a simple causal model of boxes and arrows, or should the logic models we use address the complexity of life – and if so, how?

There are significant challenges for programme theory when it is used to evaluate interventions with complex aspects, and not all evaluators have been convinced it is feasible or useful. Stufflebeam (2004: 253), for example, has argued that programme theory evaluation makes little sense because it ‘assumes that the complex of variables and interactions involved in running a project in the complicated,
sometimes chaotic conditions of the real world can be worked out and used a priori to determine the pertinent evaluation questions and variables’. Pinnegar (2006: 4), while welcoming more holistic and thoughtful responses to complex issues such as meeting housing needs, has gone further and questioned the value of complex programmes altogether, suggesting that a complex programme tends to be ‘too difficult to explain its objectives in tangible terms, too amorphous to deliver, and too difficult to meaningfully evaluate’.

Other evaluators, however, have found ways to address the challenges of complicated and complex aspects of interventions – both through the types of logic models that are used and how they are used – and this article brings together a number of published evaluations that can be used as examples. Importantly, these examples do not involve creating messier logic models with everything connected to everything. Indeed, the art of dealing with the complicated and complex real world lies in knowing when to simplify and when, and how, to complicate.

Programme Theory and Complexity Theory

Programme theory, variously referred to as programme theory, programme logic (Funnell, 1997), theory-based evaluation or theory of change (Weiss, 1995, 1998), theory-driven evaluation (Chen, 1990), theory-of-action (Schorr, 1997), intervention logic (Nagarajan and Vanheukelen, 1997), impact pathway analysis (Douthwaite et al., 2003b), and programme theory-driven evaluation science (Donaldson, 2005) refers to a variety of ways of developing a causal modal linking programme inputs and activities to a chain of intended or observed outcomes, and then using this model to guide the evaluation (Rogers et al., 2000). In this article, the term ‘logic model’ is used to refer to the summarized theory of how the intervention works (usually in diagrammatic form) and ‘programme theory evaluation’ is used for the process of developing a logic model and using this in some way in an evaluation.

Most approaches to building logic models have focused on simple, linear models, but some have explored how non-linear models might be used (e.g. Funnell, 2000; Rogers, 2000) to better represent programmes and guide their evaluation. In particular, a number of evaluators have incorporated concepts of complexity in their discussion and use of logic models (e.g. Barnes et al., 2003; Davies, 2004, 2005; Douthwaite et al., 2003a, 2003b; Pawson, 2006; Sanderson, 2000; Stame, 2004) but have defined the terms in quite different ways and addressed different aspects of complexity and of programme theory. This article presents a framework for classifying the different aspects of complexity that might be addressed in programme theory and examples of how this might be done.

While there have been many diverse definitions and conceptualizations of complexity (e.g. Eoyang and Berkas, 1998; Kurtz and Snowden, 2003; Stacey, 1996), the starting point for this article is the three-part distinction (Glouberman, 2001; Glouberman and Zimmerman, 2002) between what is complicated (lots of parts) and what is complex (uncertain and emergent). Their distinction is summed up in the widely used comparative table shown in Table 1.
This distinction seemed to provide a particularly useful orienting framework for evaluation (Patton, 2003) and has obvious implications for programme theory evaluation. The evaluation of simple interventions is intended to either develop or test the ‘recipe’ that others can then follow. Complicated interventions that have many components pose challenges to evaluations, given the limited number of variables that can be identified and empirically investigated. But it is complex interventions that present the greatest challenge for evaluation and for the utilization of evaluation, because the path to success is so variable and it cannot be articulated in advance.

While the Glouberman and Zimmerman classification refers to types of problems, and some applications of their work have used it to classify interventions or service systems (e.g. Martin and Sturmberg, 2005, classify general medical practices as ‘locally run complex systems’), it is probably more useful to consider these classifications as different ways of looking at interventions, and to classify aspects of them rather than the interventions themselves. A complex intervention may well have some simple aspects where known causal processes are put in train.
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Classification of Issues

Table 2 sets out the five issues that are discussed in this article, their implications for evaluation, and a suggested classification as either complicated or complex aspects of interventions.

Table 2. Complicated and Complex Aspects of Interventions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Simple version</th>
<th>Not-simple version</th>
<th>Challenges for evaluation</th>
<th>Suggested label</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Governance and implementation</td>
<td>Single organization</td>
<td>Multiple agencies, often interdisciplinary and cross-jurisdictional</td>
<td>More work required to negotiate agreement about evaluation parameters and to achieve effective data and collection analysis</td>
<td>Complicated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Simultaneous causal strands</td>
<td>Single causal strand</td>
<td>Multiple simultaneous causal strands</td>
<td>Effective programs may need to optimize several causal paths, not just one; evaluation should both document and support this</td>
<td>Complicated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Alternative causal strands</td>
<td>Universal mechanism</td>
<td>Different causal mechanisms operating in different contexts</td>
<td>Replication of an effective programme may depend on understanding the context that supports it. The counter-factual argument may be inappropriate when there are alternative ways to achieve the outcome</td>
<td>Complicated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Non-linearity and disproportionate outcomes</td>
<td>Linear causality, proportional impact</td>
<td>Recursive, with feedback loops</td>
<td>A small initial effect may lead to a large ultimate effect through a reinforcing loop or critical tipping point</td>
<td>Complex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Emergent outcomes</td>
<td>Pre-identified outcomes</td>
<td>Emergent outcomes</td>
<td>Specific measures may not be able to be developed in advance, making pre- and post-comparisons difficult</td>
<td>Complex</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The remainder of the article presents and discusses examples of programme theory evaluations that address each of these issues through the type of logic model developed and how it was used for the evaluation.

**Methodology**

A three-part search was undertaken to explore how these issues had been addressed in programme theory evaluations. A textual search was made of published literature using the search terms ‘program theory’ (and its many synonyms) and ‘complexity or complex’. A visual search was made of images on the internet using Google and the previous search terms. Other examples obtained or developed in the course of the author’s evaluation projects were also reviewed in terms of the issues raised by the framework. The examples presented in this article are intended to be illustrative rather than presented as best practice, and to encourage others to share other examples which address these issues more effectively.

**Simple Logic Models**

Many logic models used in programme theory (and guides to developing programme theory) show a single, linear causal path, often involving some variation on five categories (inputs, processes, outputs, outcomes and impact). Figure 1 shows a particularly influential version of this in a guide to developing and using logic models published by the W. K. Kellogg Foundation.

For some interventions, simple logic models such as these are quite appropriate. There is, however, currently considerable debate about how appropriate this is for many human service interventions such as education, drug prevention, family support services and international development.

![Simple Logic Model](image)

*Figure 1. A Simple Logic Model (W. K. Kellogg Foundation, 2004)*
While these models provide a clear statement of the overall intent of an intervention, and useful guidance for implementation and selection of variables for an evaluation, there can be risks in using them, particularly if they are taken literally when they are not exactly true. By leaving out the other factors that contribute to observed outcomes, including the implementation context, concurrent programmes and the characteristics of clients, simple logic models risk overstating the causal contribution of the intervention, and providing less useful information for replication. Where they are used to develop performance targets for accountability, there is the risk of ‘goal displacement’ (Perrin, 2003; Winston, 1999), where original targets are met even though this undercuts the actual goals of the intervention.

Barnes et al. (2004: 13–14) have pointed out that the use of models such as these for evaluation assumes ‘a stable environment in which any indication of either theory or implementation failure would be capable of adjustment in line with available evidence’.

Simple logic models are also more likely to present a single theory of change, rather than representing different stakeholders’ views about what are desirable outcomes and how these might be achieved. For example, Bakewell and Garbutt (2005: 19), in their review of the logical framework approach, have pointed to the way in which it encapsulates a particular type of theory of change:

... the LFA encapsulates a theory of change – a linear model of inputs causing a set of predictable outcomes. Some might go further and say that it is being used as a tool to impose a set of development ideas on communities in developing countries. As such it represents an ideology rather than being an objective, technical management tool.

Eoyang et al. (1998: 3) have warned of the dysfunctional effects when people try to use a simple, linear model for planning and evaluating an intervention that is more like a complex adaptive system:

Everyone involved in making public policy can think about the process as if it were well regulated and linear. Their project plans and shared discourse may revolve around the orderly steps of the problem solving method, which is their espoused theory. In reality, however, they experience the process as a surprising, uncontrolled, and emergent phenomenon. This distinction between espoused theory and experience leads to a variety of unpleasant outcomes. Participants blame themselves or others when the process does not progress as it should. Resources are wasted in pursuit of the perfect and controlled response. Opportunities are missed when serendipity is damped or ignored because it does not fit in the expected scheme. Personal and professional frustration result when well laid plans prove ineffective.

Given these issues, Wholey (2003: 10) has outlined a relatively narrow range of interventions that are suitable for results-oriented management that is based on a simple logic model – those where goals can be agreed and precisely quantified, where progress towards them can be reliably measured, and where both staff activities and the results of those activities can be readily observed (production agencies such as the Postal Service). In light of this observation, it is instructive to notice how many guides to using logic models to develop performance indicators use production agencies as their examples, and do not discuss the challenges in
translating these examples to programmes that do not directly deliver services, or
where the activities or the results of these activities cannot be readily observed.
Gregory (1995: 58) has gone further and argues that:

Treating all tasks as if they were amenable to a production culture not only is likely
to have counter-productive effects with regard to goal displacement, but may also
encourage official behavior which, while accountable, is less responsible, even corrupt.

These simple models might therefore best be reserved either for aspects of inter-
ventions that are in fact tightly controlled, well-understood and homogeneous
or for situations where only an overall orientation about the causal intent of the
intervention is required, and they are clearly understood to be heuristic simplifi-
cations not accurate models.

Complicated Logic Models

Aspects of Complication
Three aspects of complication have been addressed in published examples of
evaluations: interventions implemented through multiple agencies; interventions
with multiple simultaneous causal strands; and interventions with alternative
causal strands (see Table 3). Each of these will be discussed.

Multi-Site, Multi-Governance
One way in which interventions can be complicated, without necessarily being
complex, is when they are implemented in different sites and/or under different
governances. For example, the World Bank’s (2004) account of efforts since 1974
to control the parasitic worm that causes onchocerciasis, or river blindness, in
Africa refers to the partnership of eleven national governments, four international
sponsors, and a host of private-sector companies and non-government organiza-
tions. Clearly, this presents challenges in terms of reaching agreement about evalu-
ation planning, methods for data collection and analysis, and reporting to different
audiences. However, there was a good understanding of the causal path for the
intervention. Scientists knew which parasitic worm caused the problem and how
its lifecycle could be interrupted. Although there was some local adaptation of
implementation, there was an overall plan that was understood and agreed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect of complication</th>
<th>Simple intervention</th>
<th>Complicated intervention</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Governance and location</td>
<td>Single organization</td>
<td>Multiple agencies, often interdisciplinary and cross-jurisdictional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Simultaneous causal strands</td>
<td>Single causal strand</td>
<td>Multiple simultaneous causal strands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Alternative causal strands</td>
<td>Universal mechanism</td>
<td>Different causal mechanisms operating in different contexts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The challenges for evaluation of complicated interventions with multiple governance are primarily logistical. This is not to understate the scale of work involved in such interventions, or in evaluations of them. In terms of logic models, however, a single logic model might be used, with data reported separately for each jurisdiction, and then aggregated for an evaluation of the overall intervention. This is not true of other types of complicated interventions or complex interventions.

**Simultaneous Causal Strands**

A second aspect of complication is the existence of two or more simultaneous causal strands that are all required in order for the intervention to succeed. It can be important for a logic model to show both of these, and for the evaluation to gather data about both of them, so that important parts of the intervention are not left out.

Simultaneous causal strands were an important aspect addressed in the monitoring and evaluation of a maternal and child health service (Rogers, 2004; as shown in Figure 2). The programme sought to support parents to develop confidence in parenting at the same time as trying to encourage them to adopt healthier nutritional practices. Programme staff believed it was important to show in the logic model the need for balance between these two causal paths, to explain why they could not simply focus on strong messages about nutrition.

It was therefore seen as necessary to show two different causal strands that were sometimes in tension – a strand where the expert staff provided skills and knowledge to the parents; and a strand where staff supported parents to have confidence in their parenting abilities. This was an important point when using the

![Figure 2. Logic Model Showing Simultaneous Causal Strands](image-url)
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logic model as a communication device to explain the intervention to new staff or to other agencies, and when deciding which aspects should be included in monitoring or evaluation. To make it clear that these causal strands are not optional alternatives but each essential, it might be better to represent them using arrows that show clearly that both are required, perhaps as in Figure 2.

An intervention with multiple simultaneous causal strands cannot afford to only focus on achieving one of these. An evaluation needs to both document and support this.

The previous example of controlling river blindness has something of this element as well. The success of the intervention depended on achieving success in each of the different locations (otherwise worms would simply breed in some areas and reinfect the others). It may have therefore been important to show simultaneous causal strands for each of the sites, all of which were necessary to achieve the final outcome.

Alternative Causal Strands

A third aspect of interventions that can be considered complicated involves alternative causal strands. In most logic models, these appear as parallel lines of boxes and arrows and are visually indistinguishable from simultaneous causal strands. The difference is that a programme can work either through one or other of the causal paths. In many cases, these alternative causal strands are effective in particular contexts – the ‘what works for whom in what ways’ notion of realist evaluation (Pawson and Tilley, 1997). So closed circuit television may work to reduce automobile theft in different ways in different contexts – through passive surveillance where it increases usage of car parks with spare capacity, or through capturing and removing thieves in contexts where it is part of an enforcement programme and where there is not a large pool of potential thieves to fill the void once some are removed.

Sanderson (2000: 447) has focused on the issue of context dependency, in terms of evaluating complex policy systems:

... [C]omplexity theory suggests that the effect of a policy intervention may be due to the fact that it was ‘fortuitously’ introduced at a particular point in time into a particular set of circumstances such that it provided the catalyst for a step change in the system.

In addition to leading to a need for logic models that show different causal paths in different contexts, or a causal path that is only effective in favourable contexts, this aspect of complexity leads to Sanderson’s suggestion to use these to undertake evaluations that involve ‘comparative analyses over time of carefully selected instances of similar policy initiatives implemented in different contextual circumstances’.

Glouberman and Zimmerman’s archetype for a complicated intervention, the rocket ship, might be understood as being complicated only in terms of the number of components to coordinate, but it is possible to consider it also as complicated in terms of the differential prescriptions for practice depending on the context. For the rocket ship, environmental conditions such as temperature affect the causal path involved in launching and hence should be addressed in monitoring and evaluation.
For general medical practice, other existing medical conditions are an important complicating factor that affects the causal path involved in taking certain drugs and hence should be addressed (Martin and Sturmberg, 2005).

Alternative causal strands can also be important to document in evaluation to guide appropriate replication into other locations and times. These can be difficult, however, to show diagrammatically and few examples exist that show these clearly. Instead this type of logic model has more commonly been represented in a tabular form.

### Complex Interventions and Logic Models

#### Aspects of Complexity

Two aspects of complexity have been addressed in published examples of evaluations: recursive causality and emergence (see Table 4). These will now be discussed.

#### Recursive Causality and Tipping Points

Patton (1997: 232) points out that, although logic models usually show a linear progression from initial outcomes to subsequent outcomes,

> Once a program is in operation, the relationships between links in the causal hierarchy are likely to be recursive rather than unidirectional. The implementation and attainment of higher-level objectives interact with the implementation of lower-order objectives through feedback mechanisms [and] interactive configurations. . . . In short, the cause–effect relationships may be mutual, multidirectional and multilateral.

Most logic models show ‘one pass’ through the intervention, but many interventions depend on activating a ‘virtuous circle’ where an initial success creates the conditions for further success. This means that evaluation needs to get early evidence of these small changes, and track changes throughout implementation.

‘Tipping points’, where a small additional effort can have a disproportionately large effect, can be created through virtuous circles, or be a result of achieving certain critical levels. For example, Batterham et al. (1996), after reviewing studies of recovery from various disabling conditions, found that certain outcome states could be considered thresholds that make the outcome usable and, hence, sustainable or that create the opportunity for further improvement. The causal path shown in a logic model might only occur at critical levels of activity, or once certain thresholds of earlier outcomes have been achieved. This can be difficult to

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect of complexity</th>
<th>Simple intervention</th>
<th>Complex intervention</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Recursive causality and disproportionate effect</td>
<td>Linear, constant dose–response relationship</td>
<td>Recursive, with feedback loops, including reinforcing loops; disproportionate effects at critical levels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Emergent outcomes</td>
<td>Pre-identified outcomes</td>
<td>Emergent outcomes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
show diagrammatically, and is perhaps best communicated through annotations on a diagram.

**Emergence**

One of the most challenging aspects of complex interventions for evaluation is the notion of emergence – not that certain patterns emerge as our understanding of them improves (knowledge which can then be used to predict similar interventions in the future), but that the specific outcomes, and the means to achieve them, emerge during implementation of an intervention.

Regine and Lewin (n.d.) describe complex adaptive systems as follows:

Simply defined, complex adaptive systems are composed of a diversity of agents that interact with each other, mutually affect each other, and in so doing generate novel behavior for the system as a whole. But the pattern of behavior we see in these systems is not constant, because when a system’s environment changes, so does the behavior of its agents, and, as a result, so does the behavior of the system as a whole. In other words, the system is constantly adapting to the conditions around it. Over time, the system evolves through ceaseless adaptation.

Rather than being a symptom of ineffective management, emergent outcomes might be appropriate in the following cases:

- when dealing with a ‘wicked problem’ – intractable, don’t know how to deal with it;
- where partnerships and network governance are involved, so activities and specific objectives emerge through negotiation and through developing and using opportunities (Uusikylä and Valovirta, 2004);
- where the focus is on building community capacity, leadership, etc., which can then be used for various specific purposes.

Emergent outcomes may well require an emergent logic model – or in fact one that is expected to continue to evolve. Patton (1994: 313) has called this ‘developmental evaluation’, arguing that:

Developmental programming calls for developmental evaluation in which the evaluator becomes part of a design team, helping to monitor what’s happening, both processes and outcomes, in an evolving, rapidly changing environment of constant feedback and change.

This is quite different to some versions of programme theory. Indeed, the antecedent approach to programme theory, evaluability assessment, was based on the premise that, without an explicit model laying out the goals and specific measurable objectives, and how they are linked to programme activities, a programme could not be evaluated (Smith, 1989).

For emergent interventions, such as comprehensive community initiatives (Weiss, 1995), a series of logic models can be developed alongside development of the intervention, reflecting changes in the understanding. Data collection, then, must be similarly flexible. While the overall goals may be clear (e.g. building stronger families and communities), the specific activities and causal paths are expected to
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evolve during implementation, to take advantage of emerging opportunities and to learn from difficulties. For these types of projects, a more flexible theory of change evaluation is needed, where an initial model is developed, and then both used to guide planning and implementation, but also revised as plans change. It can be difficult, however, for this local, flexible use of theory of change to meet the evaluation needs of a large, multi-site programme, where some common framework is needed across all projects (horizontal synthesis) and at different levels of outcomes (vertical synthesis) – that is, when interventions have aspects that are both complicated and complex. This combination of complicap and complexity is examined next.

Interventions that have Both Complicated and Complex Aspects

The greatest challenge comes when interventions have both complicated aspects (multi-level and multi-site) and complex aspects (emergent outcomes). This is when a logic model needs to provide a common framework that can accommodate local adaptation and change.

Barnes et al. (2003, 2004) have discussed the difficulties they had in applying a theory of change approach to the evaluation of Health Action Zones (HAZ), despite early optimism about it (Judge and Bauld, 2001). HAZs involved at least seven dimensions of complexity: structural (with horizontal and vertical partnerships); temporal (with an aim of long-term changes but a need for short-term results); scope (intended catalytic organizational change being difficult to identify as within the scope of the intervention); multiple stakeholders with different perspectives; different theories of change evident across projects and also within projects; limitations in terms of required procedures; and a problem area (health inequalities) with multiple and contested causes.

They concluded:

The implications of such complexity are at the very least that multiple theories need to be articulated in respect of the multiple processes and relationships involved in delivering change. However our experience of evaluating HAZ leads us to suggest that this evaluation stretches the application of ‘Theories of Change’ to a point at which it becomes both methodologically and theoretically fragile. (Barnes et al., 2004: 13)

Similarly Kankare (2004), in his review of the evaluation of the European Social Fund (ESF) in Finland during 1995–9, concluded that it had increased complexity and ambiguity and reduced transparency, with the effect that the evaluations focused on the achievement of outputs, such as innovation and the development of networks to the exclusion of their connection to reducing unemployment.

Some evaluators have described more successful efforts to use multiple and emerging theories of change in programmes with multiple levels of stakeholders and emergent programmes.

Douthwaite et al. (2003a: 53), working in agricultural development in Africa, described innovation as a complex process characterized by ‘interactions among agents and processes, strong feedback loops and intrinsic randomness’. The logic model developed for the evaluation of an integrated striga management programme (Douthwaite and Schulz, 2001) addressed the combination of challenges. Striga is
a parasitic weed that is the severest biological constraint to cereal production in sub-Saharan Africa. Unfortunately, while there is an emerging body of knowledge about striga, its effective management requires an integrated approach, and knowledge about this is still being developed. At the same time, the programme is being implemented at multiple sites, and it is clear that local conditions affect what constitutes an effective integrated approach. The logic model in Figure 3 shows an overall theory of change with iterations of building and using knowledge, collaboratively between villages and researchers.

**Figure 3.** Logic Model for a Complicated and Complex Intervention: Striga Management (Douthwaite et al., 2003b)
Stame’s (2004) discussion of the ‘vertical complexity’ of multi-level governance, such as in European Union programmes which involve local or subnational bodies implementing projects, relates to both the issue of multiple governance and the issue of alternative causal strands. She points out that evaluations implemented at the local level do not immediately inform evaluations of the impact of the overall programme. Weiss’s (1998) distinction between implementation theory and causal theory can be useful here. The overall programme may have a common causal theory; particular sites (or particular contexts) may have different implementation theories of how to activate this causal theory.

Riggan (2005) developed what he termed a ‘complex program theory’ to guide the evaluation of community schools, a complex intervention involving a range of partnerships of organizations working together to achieve improved student learning and stronger families through services, supports and opportunities. To address the diversity and emergence of this intervention, the logic model was sufficiently broad to encompass the various stakeholders’ different and emerging theories of change and focused on the collaboration as a fundamental component of the programme.

In a similar vein, a logic model was developed for use both in individual community capacity-building projects and across a national funding programme for such projects (CIRCLE, 2006). The diagram was generic enough to be relevant for a wide range of projects (including community leadership development, family strengthening, volunteer training and community events), and able to incorporate specific emergent outcomes as projects acted to capitalize on opportunities and address new issues.

Another option that has been recommended for this situation is to explore the use of network theory (Davies, 2004, 2005) to represent the heterarchical relationships between organizations, and between projects and overall programme goals.

Finally, a quite different approach is not to present a causal model at all, but to articulate the common principles or rules that will be used to guide emergent and

![Figure 4. Logic Model for an Intervention with Complex and Complicated Aspects (Riggan, 2005)](image-url)
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responsive strategy and action. Eoyang and Berkas (1998) discuss this as one of the characteristics of Complex Adaptive Systems:

A complex adaptive system (CAS) consists of interdependent agents. The behavior of each agent conforms to a short list of simple rules, and the group of agents exhibits emergent, system-wide patterns of behaviour.

For example, the National Staff Development Council (Sparks, 2003) described its theory of change in terms of seven assumptions about the world, such as:

- Leaders matter. Reform that produces quality teaching in all classrooms requires skillful leadership at the system and school levels. Such leadership is distributed broadly to teachers and others in the school community.
- Significant change in teaching and learning begins with significant change in what leaders think, say, and do. The goal of leadership development, therefore, is deep understanding, transformational learning at the level of beliefs, and an unrelenting action orientation in the application of this understanding within a context of interpersonal accountability.

This is an example of the approach discussed by Sibthorpe et al. (2004: 3) with reference to healthcare systems.

When a new system is being instituted, a short list of simple rules (or minimum specifications) may be the most effective way to bring about change. They set the
parameters and provide both focus and freedom for system activities. Over-prescription is counter-productive because it stifles creativity and innovation.

Using Programme Theory Appropriately for Simple, Complicated and Complex Program Models

As well as developing appropriate logic models, we need to think carefully about how they are used. Particular care should be taken to not imagine that a logic model, however detailed, can be used to generate performance measures that can be used formulaically to modify implementation and improve performance when interventions have complex aspects.

Evaluators working on interventions with complicated and complex aspects have emphasized the importance of the discussions based around the logic models. For example, Potter (2004), using the example of an evaluation conducted by a network of practitioners and researchers engaged in urban regeneration in eight European cities, argues that evaluative methodologies for cluster evaluation of heterogeneous programmes, where results cannot simply be aggregated, need to be qualitative, communicative, iterative and participative. The method moved between field visits and case studies of individual cities to thematic analyses and final recommendations, with review and reframing by the group throughout.

In similar vein, Arnkil et al. (2002) advocate the use of ‘emergent evaluation’ to respond to ‘glocalisation’ (where decision-making is both pulled upwards to transnational networks and downwards to regional and local networks) and fuzzier objects and purposes of evaluation. For their evaluation, they developed a system called ‘Good Future Dialogue’ where people were asked to ‘remember the future’ – to imagine the future if the project had been successful, to describe this future, the support they had received to achieve this success, and the worries they had had along the way and how they been addressed. In some ways this sounds similar to some of the techniques used to develop logic models. Their process was both highly participative and recognized difference instead of seeking consensus that might reflect power differences rather than agreement. These multi-stakeholder dialogues were used simultaneously in the roles of data collection, hypothesis testing and intervention, rather than evaluators going away with the model and returning at the end with results. The future perspective is used to create an optimistic framework to tackle difficult and complex problems, and to suggest what they call a ‘solution-oriented network’, outlining specific ways forward, including leveraging of opportunities. This can be seen as a way to both develop and use emergent programme theory, as the stakeholders are together in real time during this process, and can start to use the emerging programme theories (as there is no intent to achieve consensus on just one) to guide planning, management and evaluation of their specific activities.

In the light of these issues, it is interesting to read Giuliani’s (2002: 69–94) account of the use of the COMPSTAT data system in the New York Police Department, which shows the importance of the daily meetings to review and discuss the figures, as they worked iteratively on ways to improve performance.
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The programme theory evaluation of the striga programme, previously discussed, also included participatory monitoring and evaluation to build better understanding and better implementation of the intervention. Douthwaite et al. (2003b: 262) concluded: ‘Self-evaluation, and the learning it engenders, is necessary for successful project management in complex environments.’

Conclusion

Abma and Noordegraaf (2003) have discussed the challenges that uncertainty and ambiguity present for public sector managers. The anxiety provoked by uncertainty and ambiguity can lead managers and evaluators to seek the reassurance of a simple logic model, even when this is not appropriate. This article suggests that a better way to contain this anxiety might be to identify instead the particular elements of complication or complexity that need to be addressed, and to address them in ways that are useful, using the examples in this article as an initial guide.

Note

This is a substantially revised and expanded version of a presentation to the 2004 conference of the European Evaluation Society in Berlin. Thank you to referees, the editor and colleagues for their constructive comments on earlier versions.
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